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Tunneling and percolation in metal-insulator composite materials
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~Received 24 April 2003; published 25 July 2003!

In many composites, the electrical transport takes place only by tunneling between isolated particles. For a
long time, it was quite a puzzle how, in spite of the incompatibility of tunneling and percolation networks,
these composites conform well to percolation theory. We found, by conductance atomic force microscopy
measurements on granular metals, that it is the apparent cut off of the tunneling to non-nearest-neighbors that
brings about this behavior. In particular, the percolation cluster is shown to consist of the nearest-neighbors
subnetwork of the full tunneling network.
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The electrical conduction in composite systems comp
ing an intricate network of conducting and insulating pha
is determined by two mechanisms, percolation in a conti
ous conducting network1 and/or tunneling2,3 between iso-
lated conducting particles~grains, crystallites, etc.!. In the
pioneering works on such systems, these two mechan
have been considered separately.1,2,3,4,5,6In particular, for a
high enough content of the metallic phase in granular met
a continuous network is formed by the coalescence of
metallic grains. This continuity yields, as expected fro
‘‘classical’’ percolation theory,7 the typical power-law depen
dence of the electrical conductivitys on the vol % of the
conducting phasex:

s}~x2xc!
t, ~1!

wheret is a corresponding critical exponent. The value ofxc
that was derived by fitting1,5 Eq. ~1! to the experimental data
on granular metals is in excellent agreement with that
tracted from structural and other physical data,4,5 which
shows the formation of a continuous metallic network. Mo
over, the conductivity exponent was found to be very close
the predicted7 universal value oft52.0, confirming that the
value derived experimentally forxc is exactly the~global
geometrical connectivity! threshold that is considered in pe
colation theory.7,8 On the other hand, in contrast with th
expectation from percolation theory,7 a considerable finite
conductivity was observed in the regime ofx,xc ~the so-
called dielectric regime4,5!, where a continuous metallic ne
work is absent. This conductivity was attributed to interp
ticle tunneling.2,4,9,10 However, while the theories propose
to account for the electrical conductance in this regime h
considered the tunneling within a single pair of adjacent p
ticles, the global electrical connectedness of the tunne
conduction network has not been discussed. This appro
was also carried over to other composites,3,6 where the par-
ticles do not coalesce or fuse11 for any x.

While a priori justified, the latter approach has been
nored by numerous authors, and transport in systems lac
a continuous geometrical network of the conducting pha
such as carbon black-polymer12,13,14 and other15,16 compos-
ites, was analyzed in terms of percolation theory. Surp
ingly, an excellent agreement was found12,13,14,15,16between
corresponding experimental results and the predictions
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percolation theory. In particular, agreement was found,
applying Eq.~1!, with universal12 or nonuniversal17,18values
of t. However, the meaning and the values ofxc , which were
found from these fits, were not discussed, and the applica
ity of the above phenomenological percolation approach
not yet been justified.

When attempting to find such a justification and t
meaning ofxc , one immediately notes that a system of sep
rated conducting particles with tunneling conduction isa pri-
ori incompatible19 with the percolation picture. Geometr
cally, no two particles are in contact~and then no well-
defined percolation cluster and percolation threshold
apparent!, and electrically all particles are in contact wit
each other by tunneling~and then no percolation transition i
the electrical properties is expected!. In the composites con
sidered, we have a homogeneous network of tunneling c
ductors, to which we refer here as all-connected tunne
network ~ACTN!. The question that arises then is how is
that, in spite of this global tunneling connectivity of the ne
work, the electrical conduction in corresponding composi
is governed by the very well-defined percolationlik
behavior.14,19 The purpose of the present paper is to reso
this issue, thus providing an a posteriori justification f
applying12,13,14,15,16,17,18the percolation approach to th
analysis of noncontinuous conducting networks. In parti
lar, we will show thatxc has a well-defined meaning in suc
systems, and argue that the ACTN can be reduced to a w
defined percolation network, such as in porous med20

where the geometrical and electrical networks coincide.
this end, one would like to obtain local current maps of the
systems, or a geometrical-statistical property that can
count for them, such as the fractal dimension of the curre
carrying percolation cluster.

Following the success of the application of conductan
atomic force microscopy~C-AFM! to granular metals21 and
our ability22 to derive experimentally~with high accuracy!
that fractal dimension of the percolation cluster in carb
black-polymer composites~CBPC!, we have applied this
method to the present study of granular metals. The b
idea of this work on Ni-SiO2 composites is then to discrimi
nate between various current maps by their fractal dim
sion. As we show below, this approach is found useful
providing an answer to the above questions, for granu
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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metals in thex,xc regime in particular, and for two-phas
composites where the conducting particles are geometric
separated in general.

The Ni-SiO2 films, 2.5–5.5mm thick and 5 mm wide,
were deposited as we described previously23 on Pyrex sub-
strates by cosputtering of Ni and SiO2 . The cosputtering
method4,5 enables a continuous variation of the metal cont
~vol % Ni! along the deposited film, where one end is Ni ri
and the other end is insulator rich. The typical size of the
particles increases continuously from 4 nm atx535 vol % to
10 nm atx550 vol %, to a continuous network atx590 vol
%.4,5,23,24For the electrical measurements, Cu-Au electro
were predeposited on the substrate, with a separation of
mm. The resistance along the substrate sections was d
mined by a standard four-probe technique. For the C-A
measurements, some of the samples were cut out, leavin
each sample an electrode that served as a counterelectro
the scanning conducting AFM tip. For these measureme
we have used samples with Ni contents of 24, 28, 35, 47,
72, 80, 87, and 92 vol %. The details of our C-AFM app
ratus and the procedure of our measurements were pres
recently22 and will not be repeated here. We point out, ho
ever, that the spatial resolution of the current images w
limited only by the pixel size~typically 10310 nm2) and
that, since the tip was scanning more than 1 mm from
counterelectrode, the measured current images reflect
dimensional cross sections of the three-dimensional ma
scopic conduction network. We refer to areas of the ima
where current from the tip to the counterelectrode is detec
as ‘‘conducting islands,’’ and the lowest current that we co
sider in the analysis of an image is denoted as the ‘‘cu
current’’ I co.22 Obviously, the total area covered by the co
ducting islands,At , depends on the chosenI co. The larger
the consideredI co, the smaller theAt , since only lower re-
sistance paths of the conduction network are included.
point out that no correlation was found between the AF
topographic images and the C-AFM images, implying th
the current maps reflect mainly the electrical properties
the bulk of the sample.22

To characterize our samples, we show in Fig. 1 the dep
dence of the conductivity on the Ni vol %. These results
much the same as those obtained on many gran
metals.1,4,5,25For x values beyond a certain critical valuexc ,
the electrical conductivity follows the expected univers
percolation behavior witht'2, as shown by the correspond
ing fit to Eq.~1!. The value ofxc552 vol % found here is in
excellent agreement with previous electrical and structu
measurements performed on this system.5,23,24,25 The non-
negligible ‘‘excess’’ conductivity in thex,xc regime is at-
tributed, as mentioned above, to intergrain tunneling2,4,5,26

and it is that regime which is of interest here.
Turning to our C-AFM measurements, we show in t

insets of Fig. 2~a! typical current images for a sample of 3
vol % Ni for two values ofI co, 0.05 and 0.5 nA, in the uppe
and lower insets, respectively. It is clearly seen thatAt in-
creases with the decrease ofI co. For finding the fractal di-
mension of the three-dimensional percolation clusterD3 , we
recall22 that D35D11, whereD is the fractal dimension o
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At . The determination ofD is carried out by measuringAt as
a function of the ‘‘window length’’L. In this procedure, we
considered L values that are much larger than the part
size but much smaller than the correlation length expec
for a percolation network in the vicinity ofxc ~tens of mi-
crons!. For the latter regime, one expects the scal
behavior7 At}LD with D51.5 (D352.5). On the other hand
as one departs from the percolation threshold,D3 should
approach the homogeneous, Euclidian dimension of sp
i.e., 3. The two-dimensional images should yield accordin
a value ofD51.5 in the former (x just abovexc) regime and
a value ofD52 in the latter (x@xc) regime. Indeed, we
have previously found this behavior for the CBPC system22

The corresponding results of our present study on Ni-S2
samples are shown in Fig. 2. The behavior in Fig. 2~a! for
x,xc reveals conductance associated with the network
tunneling transport in the sample. The new observation
comparison with the findings on CBPC, is that the frac
dimensionD decreases with the increase of theI co value
considered in the analysis. This effect is beyond the exp
mental error or the statistical error~of the log-log fit! that is
indicated in the figure. The important consequence is that
type of the current network that participates for eachI co
value isdifferentand that for the highI co values, only inter-
grain tunneling resistors that are lower than a given value
included in the observed conducting network. The highI co
images thus correspond statistically to the contribution of
lowest resistors of the network, i.e., to currents that tra
verse the sample via a route that consists mainly of parti
that are separated by the typical tunneling distance~here,
‘‘nearest neighbors’’!. In contrast, the lowI co values include
current paths that are added to the above interadjacent g
paths. These additional paths correspond to larger~tunneling!
resistors that are either removed nearest neighbors or o
nate from higher-order neighbors. Hence, the network
fined by the highestI co values is similar to the one encoun
tered in fused-particles1,5 ~or porous media-like!
composites,8,27 namely, a bona fide percolationlike networ

FIG. 1. The dependence of the conductivity of our Ni-SiO2

composites on the metallic content~in vol % of Ni!. The curve
represents a fit of the data above the geometrical percolation thr
old xc to Eq. ~1!.
3-2
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In contrast, the very lowI co values correspond to an ACTN
that is homogeneous and thus the fractal dimension of
current paths network approaches the regular dimensio
the system (D52, D353).

FIG. 2. ~Color online! The dependence of the fractional ar
covered by the ‘‘conducting islands’’ on the ‘‘window’s length,’’ fo
a few values of the current cutoff:~a! for a sample ofx535 Ni vol
%, and an applied tip bias ofV52 V, ~b! x560 vol %, V
51.6 V, ~c! x592 vol %, V51.5 V. The insets show 535 mm2

current images measured on thex535 vol % sample, for two values
of the currant cutoff, 0.05 nA~upper inset! and 0.5 nA~lower inset!.
The maximum current in both images is 5 nA.
04140
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The above picture is further supported by the results t
are shown in Fig. 2~b! for x just abovexc . Here, we expect
a priori the fractal dimension of the connected continuo
metallic network, i.e.,D352.5. We note, however, that if we
also include now the tunneling contribution in this regime,
was previously suggested by other authors,26 a homogenous
tunneling component will be added to the percolation syst
of the continuous metallic network. Hence, the value ofD3
should increase towardsD353 with the decrease ofI co, as
observed. The whole framework of our explanations is va
dated by the results shown in Fig. 2~c!. Here, we see that fa
above the percolation threshold (x592 vol %! where a genu-
ine homogeneous-continuous network exists, the obse
dimension is essentially 3, independent of the value ofI co.
For comparison, let us mention that for the CBPC the va
of D3 was found to change from 2.5, in the vicinity ofxc , to
3, for x.xc , but no dependenceon I co has been observed.22

Another, independent, observation that supports that
above interpretation is derived from the bias dependenc
the fractal dimension, which is found to increase monoto
cally with the tip’s bias. For example, forx535 vol % and
I co50.05 nA, the value ofD3 was found to increase from
1.54 at 2V to 1.73 at 3.1 V. Indeed, further conducting cha
nels, involving tunneling between particles with larger inte
particle distances, are expected to open up with the incre
of bias.26 These channels add to the conduction paths in
ACTN, resulting in a more homogenous network, and co
sequently a higher value ofD ~and ofD3).

Our interpretation of the above results now explains w
why the percolation predicted7 fractal dimension has bee
observed22 for the CBPCregardlessof the value ofI co. In
contrast with the small effective radius of the conducti
particles~and then the relatively small distances to partic
beyond the nearest neighbor2,5! in the present granular meta
systems,R(GM), the effective radius of the carbon particle
R(CB) (;100 nm), is very large in comparison with th
typical tunneling distanced ~a few nanometers!.3,6,17 Hence,
the interparticle surface-to-surface distance of the next n
est neighbors is so much longer in comparison with the c
responding distance of the first nearest neighbors~which is

FIG. 3. ~Color online! An illustration of small parts of an
ACTN. The gray~green! circles represent the conducting particl
and their white shells represent the effective tunneling ranged. The
thick segments represent the tunneling connections between ne
neighbors, while the thin segments represent tunneling connec
between higher-order neighbors. The relation between the siz
the particles and the tunneling range is illustrated for granular m
als in ~a! and for carbon black-polymer composites in~b!.
3-3
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of the order13,17 of d) that the conduction between a give
particle and a non-nearest-neighbor is negligible~even in
comparison with the conduction in the ‘‘insulating’’ polyme
matrix!. This picture then explains our finding ofonly D3
52.5, as well as the ‘‘pure’’ percolationlike behavior@as
manifested by agreement with Eq.~1!# that was generally
observed for the CBPC.12,13 The fact that a ‘‘geometrical’’
percolationlike correlation length was found14 in CBPC is
also well-explained now. This is since the correlation len
was determined by an electrical, rather than a structu
measurement, and thus, as explained above, the corresp
ing electrical system is a percolation clusterlike system.
see then that for all practical purposes, the CBPC cond
only via nearest-neighbor tunneling. The CBPC constit
then, as do the porous materials,20,27 bona fide percolation
systems. The above interpretation is illustrated in Fig
where we show two small ACTN systems in which the
terparticle tunneling connections are indicated by connec
segments. The thick segments correspond to nea
neighbor tunneling connections and the thin segments
higher-neighbor tunneling connections. In Fig. 3~a! we illus-
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